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THE UNCOMPROMISING WORLD OF LAND SPEED RACING

There’s no more demanding, or less-forgiving, proving ground for speed
demons than the salt flats, where the pursuit of record-setting paces
provides unique business opportunities—and an experience like no other.

PACKED WITH POWER: NEW PISTONS, RINGS
& WRIST PINS

Exciting developments are generating lighter-weight pistons for race
engines, while even thinner rings, once thought impossible, proliferate
the market.

INDUSTRY INSIGHTS: BOB PATISON, PRESIDENT OF MAVTV

With an emphasis on the grassroots racing community, MAVTV has
filled a niche for race fans, and Bob Patison details how this independent
television network has outpaced other networks with much larger budgets.

ADVANCED COATINGS: LIFE INSURANCE FOR
PRECISION PARTS

Coating advances continue at a rapid pace as suppliers answer the call
for products that prolong component life, reduce engine heat, and more.

INTAKE MANIFOLDS MATCHED TO HIGHER-PERFORMANCE
ENGINE COMPONENTS

Manufacturers continue to report incremental—but significant—gains
that lead to major improvements in race intake manifold design.

TOW VEHICLE ENHANCEMENTS TO MAXIMIZE
OFF-TRACK PERFORMANCE

Direct customers to a selection of products designed to improve their
other performance vehicles.

TARMAC ATTACK: DEVELOPMENTS IN ROAD RACING
DRIVELINE COMPONENTS

Performance, reliability and cost control are just a few of the key
characteristics in today’s road racing transmissions, gearboxes,
driveshafts and more.
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A variety of factors are pushing developments of intake manifolds in
all segments of racing. Find out what’s happening, and how intake
manifolds are different this race season by turning to page 62.
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SMOOTHER SURFACES, TIGHTER TOLERANCES—
CUTTERS & ABRASIVES

Not all tools are created equal, as suppliers explain the importance of
proper selection while revealing some of the trends, techniques and
materials driving innovation in this market segment.

TOP DRAWER OF THE TOOL BOX

In the battle for business, brick-and-mortar race retail stores still offer
customers numerous advantages when compared to their Internet or
mail-order counterparts.

INTERNATIONAL PROFILE: GOODWOOD FESTIVAL OF SPEED

Visitors to the annual Goodwood Festival of Speed can expect to see
some of motorsports’ most historic cars in action once again. Following
is a preview of this prestigious event, which takes place in the United
Kingdom later this month.

RETAILER PROFILE: RICK’S PERFORMANCE CENTER

This racing fixture in Las Cruces, New Mexico, strives to offer “Golden
Rule” service combined with a fully stocked inventory for both open
wheel and drag racers.

BETTER BUSINESS: PLANNING SMARTER
SALES PROMOTIONS

Avoid “traditional,” but ineffective promotional practices and instead
implement several methods that effectively promote a racing business.

Online Bonus Features:

ROAD RACERS often face challenges when choosing and installing
their driveline components, so we share some solutions in this month’s
exclusive online article at www.primag.org. And don’t miss guest blog
entries by Brett Kinsfather of Motovicity Distribution and Bryan and Daniel
Alvarez of Hammer Time Racing.
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Any motorsports professional
who harbors the opinion they are the fastest form of motorized competition is delusional. Hard as it may be, it’s time
to acknowledge that your horsepower is subservient to the
amateur crowd.
Why are the non-professionals, the amateur land speed
racers, without exception, the fastest people on earth?
Consider Memphis businessman George Poteet, proud
grandfather of eight and one great grandchild, who hopes
to eclipse the late Don Vesco’s 458 mph World Land Speed
Record driving his “Speed Demon” streamliner on the
Bonneville Salt Flats at Speedweek, scheduled for August 8–14. No upstart, the guy has
five national and international speed
records carved out from 32 runs in
excess of 400 mph.
Some of the 500 joining Poteet will be freshly
street licensed Kaylin Stewart of Pismo Beach, California,
suited up in the Jesel NASCAR-type engine powered pickup,
Dave Schenker’s S10 pickup pushing veggie oil through a
Cummins 5.9L, and Burton Brown’s 40-inch high streamliner—
all favored to set plus-200 mph records.
It’s hard to ignore, on any level—business or pleasure—a
segment of motorsports that commands the participation of
several hundred active competitors at a single event, especially when it is held in an environmentally hostile venue more
than 100 miles from the nearest trauma center. Factor in that

the speed records inked by amateurs
easily sustain 200, 300, 400 mph for miles,
and it ignites either profound admiration
or glib dismissal.
Veteran salt racers include Jason Line,
Don Garlits, Danny Ongais, AJ Foyt,
Bobby Unser and Dan Gurney. They all
know that records require two passes
whose average surpasses the current
record. National marks are set over a
two-day period, but international ver-

“THE SALT IS HUMBLING,
WHERE YOU FIND OUT JUST HOW
MUCH YOU DON’T KNOW.”
sions must be completed in 60 minutes.
“I would encourage any professional
to try their hand at it,” said Dale Cherry
of Injection Connection, Horsham,
Pennsylvania, who has tuned a variety of
300 mph salt race cars. “It is not as easy
as they might think. Getting involved with
land speed racing (LSR) is like taking a
university graduate course. The experi-

THE UNCOMPROMISING WORLD OF

LAND SPEED
The pursuit of record-setting paces provides unique
8
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ence will improve upon what you already
know and show you how to apply things
in a whole new way. The salt is humbling,
where you find out just how much you
don’t know.”
Cherry, who specializes in electronic
fuel injection, blames Wayne Jesel for
the chronic speed infection that he, in
turn, unashamedly spreads around the
Philadelphia area. Jesel introduced him
to the sport in 2008. “He hired me to calibrate the twin turbo electronic-injected
Dodge R5 engine in his LSR pickup,”
said Cherry. “Because I could only do a
partial tune at his shop, we had to finish
the job on the salt. Wayne later let me
drive to earn my red hat in the ‘Bonneville
200 MPH Club.’”
Why They Partake
Former National Muscle Car Champion
Cherry, who spent 40 years drag racing,
realizes that he will never make his living
from just land speed racing, which represents a modest 15 percent of his annual
revenue. But his salt stature has spring-

Established racing professionals have transferred the knowledge gained from land speed
racing (LSR) into other aspects of their businesses. For example, Kenny Duttweiler of
Duttweiler Performance uses LSR to take drag
racing technology and expand it into an endurance engine. He explained, “LSR is the last
bastion of an innovator’s market, where every
type of engine you can imagine is running on
the Salt Flats. At Bonneville, you find out what
you did right and what went wrong. The ‘prize
money’ is pride of proving a point, achieving a
personal best, and that is what makes it fun.”

boarded him into additional revenue
streams in other street and track segments. “I can honestly say LSR has grown
my [overall] business some 30 percent
per year,” he said.
For the Jesel Valvetrain bottom line,
land speed racing accounts for a little
less than 5 percent of its annual revenue.
However, Danny and Wayne Jesel recognize their participation in the sport

RACING

provides a payback perhaps more worthwhile than profit.
“There is value in being able to say,
‘world’s fastest,’ or ‘most durable.’
Bonneville is a pseudo R&D lab,” said
LSR hobbyist Wayne Jesel. “The salt is
a de facto dyno test environment where
the runs are exaggerated, like long, slow
pulls where everything has to be perfect

BY “LANDSPEED”
LOUISE ANN NOETH

business opportunities—and an experience like no other.
June 2015

| www.performanceracing.com
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Land speed racing serves as a proving
ground for motorsports innovation. One
example is this street-legal pickup truck that
was transformed into a record-setting land
speed vehicle powered by vegetable oil.
The full-size pickup has already been driven
more than 200 mph at Bonneville, and has
a student crew from Boise State University.

or things will start to come apart. If things
do come apart, it makes you want to go
back and make quality adjustments,
improvements in your production process.
We have made changes in parts without
having a failure because we were able to
see excessive wear and other potential
problems early.”
The Jesel pickup truck is twin turbocharged, spinning up some 2400 horsepower that, weather willing, will help snag
a class record in excess of 275 mph.
“We have two drivers this year,” said
Jesel. “First will be 16-year-old rookie
driver Kaylin Stewart. We hope to run
her up to class record around 220 mph.
Then, Jimmy Barton will jump in, we’ll add
some boost, and try for another record
beyond 270 mph.”
Yves Morizot of safety equipment manufacturer Stand 21, with locations in the
US and France, agreed with Jesel that
while LSR may not be a big revenue
opportunity, it does offer good exposure.
“Bonneville is known worldwide,” he said,
“and if you are involved with land speed
racing, people around the world will hear
about you and your products.”
He and his safety staff attend more than
400 racing events a year, and Morizot
himself is often invited to the powerhouse events, Formula 1 to the Baja 1000.
But the past few years have brought a
barrage of queries from his professional
colleagues, such as why he attends
10
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Take control of three new engine
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Bonneville, and even referring to these
competitors as amateurs.
“I go because every minute you discover something new, and meet amazing
personalities,” Morizot said. “From the
first visit, I was surprised by the humanity of the sport. None of the cars are the
same, and everyone is open, very helpful.
It is a unique experience every time I go.
The racing and the people have touched
my heart.”
Land speed racing is perhaps 3 percent
of Stand 21’s US revenue, where it sells
70 percent to road and historic racing
markets, and 20 percent to drag racing
each year. “It is a very small part of our
business,” admitted Morizot. “We believe
there is a growth opportunity this year. We
saw more than a dozen land speed racers
walking the aisles at this past PRI Trade
Show, and normally we don’t see anyone.”
One of those competitors at the Show
was Burton Brown, who had the novel
idea of purchasing booth space at the
event hoping to attract sponsors for
his team Victory Motorsports, based in
Fremont, Wisconsin. Brown displayed
his new 28-foot streamliner inside three
10-foot by 10-foot booths, which became
something of the Show’s unofficial land
speed racing headquarters.
“I didn’t sign any sponsors, but met lots
of land speed racers including veteran
LSR racer George Callaway, who offered
me driving privileges to get my licensing
runs and rookie training in his race car,”
said Brown. “During my rookie runs on
El Mirage, George also offered me safe
storage in his California shop for my race
rig—that saves me a 3600-mile round trip
every race. That booth space was money
well spent.”
Another land speed racer in the PRI
aisles was Racepak Data Systems senior
level tech and salesman Donnie Cummins,
who has peeled off 280 mph in a roadster
on the salt. Racepak only derives some
2 percent of its annual revenue from the
velocity hopefuls, but company president
Tim Anderson believes the market has tremendous growth potential.
“Because Donnie is such a successful
land speed racer,” revealed Anderson,
Performance Racing Industry
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FORD
BIG BLOCK429/460
“BULLITT”
Available with 270cc,
285cc & 300cc Runners

427 CFM Intake / 284 CFM
Exhaust with our 300cc head
727HP with a 270cc head on a
521ci Pump Gas Motor

“we believe we can double the business. We are formulating a plan to be
on-site at more land speed events with
a dedicated truck and trailer setup. You
have to be there and explain and show
the product to racers. We have already
developed a specific product line for LSR
with Donnie’s guidance.”
Racepak’s products require only a few
configuration changes to create specific
LSR displays. And when a customer calls
for the first time, the tech staff ask questions to determine what is really wanted,
or needed.

Sullivan. “Our July 9–12, ‘Test-n-Tune’
does not offer record setting, but drivers
can earn licensing endorsements.”
Speedweek 2015 is expected to see
an estimated 12,000 spectators over its
seven days in August. The mix of competitors and spectators mirrors that of the
USFRA. The smallest, but fastest time trial
is the “Bonneville Shootout” (September
17–21) that attracts little more than a
dozen record contenders—but the lure
of setting an international FIA or FIM
record makes for five intense, velocityshredding days.

There’s no question that land speed
racers are amateurs, but with 500 competitors at Speedweek alone, it is something Racepak can’t ignore.
“Half the challenge of racing at
Bonneville is coming to terms with the
environment. It is the most inhospitable
place you could ever hope to work on a
car,” concluded Anderson.
Dennis Sullivan, president of the Utah
Salt Flats Racing Association (USFRA),
Salt Lake City, Utah, has communed
with the inhospitable for years and said,
“If you come to the salt you’ll find a very
welcoming group of racers.”
The USFRA’s World of Speed event,
scheduled for September 12–15, is
about half the size of the venerable
Speedweek hosted by the Southern
California Timing Association (SCTA),
counting 287 entrants in 2014. Sullivan
estimates that some 2000 spectators turn
out for the four-day event.
“The bulk are from Utah and California,
but we also have a healthy mix of other
states, as well as Canadians, Europeans,
Australians and the occasional Asian
visitor. The mix, percentage-wise, can also
be said of the competitors,” explained

Land speed racing draws competitors
from all forms of motorsports who seek
to travel faster than at any time in their
racing careers. “I would encourage any
professional to try their hand at it,” suggested one tuner of 300-mph salt race cars.
“Getting involved with land speed racing
is like taking a university graduate course.
The experience will improve upon what you
already know and show you how to apply
things in a whole new way.”
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Sullivan notes that among the equipment, engines and data collection products have evolved the most. “Technology
has permeated the vintage iron classes
to an astonishing degree,” he said. “Our
racers have decades-old cars, chassis
and powertrains that are cranking out
modern-day speeds, but remain safe and
competitive. We are also seeing a proliferation of motorcycle engines being used in
the smaller-cubic-inch-engine car classes,
because it is hard to beat the horsepower
per cubic inch that they can deliver.”
Kenny Duttweiler of Duttweiler
Performance in Ventura, California, has,
after 25 years, the luxury of picking and
choosing customer projects in the LSR
market. “LSR is never more than 10
Performance Racing Industry
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percent of our overall revenue,” he volunteered. “No one makes a living at this
sport. It only runs a few times a year, so
land speed projects are ‘in-between’
projects that fit between the main customer base. There are so many classes
and competitors in so many places in
the country that there are probably 100
different shops nationwide that are currently supplying people who show up to
Bonneville. A machine shop has an easier
time breaking into the sport because most
of the competition build their own engines,
but still need a little help.”
Duttweiler stays involved for the engineering challenge—to test theory, especially if it is something that hasn’t been
done before. For 2015, the goal is getting
Poteet’s Speed Demon to run averages
beyond 450 mph.
“It helps me take drag racing technology and expand it into an endurance
engine,” he explained. “In one case, we
had a 2800 hp SBC 370 cid in a Pro Mod
that ran against all the big blocks. To make
it a LSR engine, we only changed the aluminum connecting rod to steel rods for
cycle life, but ran the same cam profile,
same compression, cylinder heads,
springs, same fuel management—but it
was essentially the same engine. LSR is
the last bastion of an innovator’s market,
where every type of engine you can
imagine is running on BSF (Bonneville
Salt Flats). At Bonneville, you find out what
you did right and what went wrong. The
‘prize money’ is pride of proving a point,
achieving a personal best, and that is
what makes it fun.”
Steve Watt of Maxwell Industries in
Ventura, California, originally got paid to
make specialty LSR parts, but has surrendered to a LSR obsession. His firm is
currently building a new Speed Demon
to replace the one lost in 2014 during a
wet, slippery, 370 mph tumble.
“We want to be known as a capable
car builder,” stated Watt, “so that folks
who need fabrication work and specialty engine parts recognize we are
capable. Speed Demon is the best showcase for our skills. Now, LSR accounts
for 95 percent of our revenue, but it is
16
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drag. “We have specifics that need to
be considered to stop a car safely,” he
said, “including where the centerline is
on the camshaft to determine the correct
attach point for the parachute. Stopping
distances can be up to four miles, and
some cars use up to three parachutes.
“Our fabrication methods require stronger roll cages and tubing wall on the
chassis,” he continued. “This means a
vehicle that met NHRA or NASCAR or
SCCA safety standards might be deficient for our safety standards.
“Aerodynamics, the way it is applied in
LSR, is very specific, particularly how the
center of pressure is linked to the center
of gravity,” Sullivan added. “This is critical because we have so little available
traction; the salt is always wet, even on
our best days.”
Joe Timney of Delaware Chassis Works
in Townsend, Delaware, who is a supplier
as well as a racer, understands fully why
the standards are much higher. “No guard
rails,” he said. “The incidents are usually
much farther from the fire truck and ambulance. The tracks are mostly salt, dirt, or
pavement at old airports—not purposebuilt. Everything has to be more robust to
protect against a greater danger.”
Timney was attracted to LSR by the
variety of vehicles and classes, and its
simplified form of racing that had “feelgood” all over the place; he also derives
90 percent of his annual income from
the sport.
“After 35 years in drag racing, I was
weary of the atmosphere of ‘one-upmanship,’ where no matter what you had [it]
wasn’t good enough, and you were constantly chasing the competition in terms
of equipment and parts, not skill and
courage,” he confessed. “Land speed
racing is more raw, more real. You are
pitted against a clock, not a person. Take
your time—there is no way to bully your
way into this market. It is different than
any professional ranking.”
Over the course of a three-year racing
period, Timney added fire systems and
safety equipment to the Delaware Chassis
Works inventory. This meant he also had to
keep his education and technical under-

LAND SPEED RACING

T

VENUES

he speed trials listed below are
sanctioned events where participants may earn national or international speed records in various
classes. The pair of “personal best”
speed trials are populated mainly by
street-legal sports cars that do not
fit into existing sanctioned classes,
or where the class structure is so
outdated that special construction,
street-legal automobiles have no
chance to compete against purposebuilt speed machines.
• Bonneville Motorcycle Speed Trials
www.bonnevillespeedtrials.com
• Dry Lakes Racers Australia
www.dlra.org.au
• East Coast Timing Association
www.ecta-lsr.com
• Land Speed Events
www.landspeedevents.com
• Loring Timing Association
www.loringtiming.com
• Southern California Timing Association
www.scta-bni.org
• Utah Salt Flats Racing Association
www.saltflats.com
“PERSONAL BEST” UNSANCTIONED
SPEED ATTEMPTS
• Mojave Mile
www.mojavemile.com
• Texas Mile
www.texasmile.net
—“LandSpeed” Louise Ann Noeth

standing of these part numbers up to
date—which also helped to keep him and
his racer wife, Donna, safer as they tried
to go faster with their speed machines.
Plugging the Supply Gap
It starts with tires. Most everyone
involved in the sport will agree that righteous rubber meeting the salt is mission
critical. But the daunting speed ratings
Performance Racing Industry
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that are required cause many tire manufacturers to shy away, despite the racer’s
willingness to sign contractual agreements that hold the makers harmless in
the event of failure.
“On our truck, tires are the hardest
thing to get,” confessed Jesel. “We really
need a 28-inch-tall tire, and I have been
trying to convince Mickey Thompson to
make one—not just for us, but lots of
racers could use the same size.”
Hoffmann of DIYAutoTune has a
number of record-holding customers using his Mega Squirt system, and
agreed with Jesel that, “tires are an
underserved product need, probably
because it scares tire manufacturers.
For me, it is a personal laboratory. If you
want to push something to the limit, land

“IF YOU WANT TO
PUSH SOMETHING TO
THE LIMIT, LAND
SPEED RACING IS
THE PLACE.”
speed racing is the place. Keeping an
engine alive is like a graduate course—
you need to learn lots of new things,
especially traction and aerodynamics.”
Ken Warner of Mickey Thompson Tire in
Stow, Ohio, told us that land speed racing
is only a niche segment of the company’s
overall business, but pointed to the company’s historical ties to its founder, which
keeps it involved. “Land speed racing
pushes our products to a performance
level that no other sport can,” observed
Warner. “We sell direct to the racer
because our product is totally unique to
land speed racing. For instance, a LSR
vehicle requires a high-pressure, highload tire to carry them at the top end.”
Timney sees a few emerging trends:
new, professionally built vehicles with
crossover engines; the nascent “American
Iron Roadster” (AIR) class; and import
engines dominating the small-cubic-inch
classes where the records are “softer,”
very achievable for a dedicated racer.
“I am talking about putting Honda and
Toyota engines in older muscle and sporty
22
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cars,” he said. “We are seeing professionally built vehicles in all classes—turnkey
cars, components, kits, and specialty
fabrication is a big area. We are seeing
a lot of circle track and drag racing
engines that were easily and economically adapted to LSR—almost any ‘outof-date’ pro motor may still have many
good competitive years here.
“The vintage, AIR class invites
American auto production and lightduty truck engines (372 cid or less) that
must run OEM iron block and heads,”
Timney added. “It has already inspired
many talented engine builders to rejuvenate old engines with modern methods
and materials.”
The Emerging Customer Base
D a v e S c h e n k e r o f G re e n S p e e d
Research in Boise, Idaho, came to understand that motorsports was his rocksolid path through life. “I not only want to
change the way people look at the world
they live in, but to change the way they
live,” he wrote in a student paper at the
start of his college training.
He and fellow students took a perfectly
good, street legal pickup and, in less
than six months, successfully turned it
into a record-setting land speed vehicle
powered by vegetable oil.
“In spite of a sizable group of naysayers, ﬁve years later he has not only
achieved that goal, but with the help of
Boise State University’s innovative Venture
College, he has gone on to co-found a
viable nonproﬁt organization. We couldn’t
be prouder of his accomplishments,”
wrote Dr. Mark Rudin, Vice President for
Research and Economic Development
at Boise State.
Schenker and Patrick Johnston established GreenSpeed to slap down the
petroleum diesel pickup record (215.091
mph) with, yes, vegetable oil. The full-size
pickup has already been driven more than
200 mph at Bonneville, and this season,
with its student crew, will make record
attempts. Once the record is accomplished, the truck will make the permanent move to using solely algae based
bio-diesel produced by students at Boise
State University.
z
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Salt, Sand, Dirt, Asphalt & Water
It doesn’t matter where you race,
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win races and set records.
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ARP fasteners provide
strength and reliability
for every type of racing.

1953 Studebaker
“Stupidbaker” on the salt at Bonneville
built by Johnson’s Hot Rod Shop
owned by Paul & Betty Gilliam

All ARP fasteners are manufactured entirely
in our own ISO 9001:2008 and AS9100 registered
facilities in Southern California.
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1863 Eastman Ave • Ventura, CA 93003
Toll-free in the U.S.A 1.800.826.3045
Outside the U.S.A. +1.805.339.2200
Special Orders +1.805.525.1497

used perhaps to cut a groove in a part.
Little Rock Tool in Little Rock, Arkansas,
has joined Keo Cutters, Keo Milling Cutters
and a handful of other companies under
parent Arch Global Precision of Livonia,
Michigan. Gary Hogue, of Little Rock
Tool, has one of the performance market’s
largest cylinder head manufacturers,
Brodix, in his home state, in Mena. Little
Rock makes piloted reamers for Brodix to
machine valve stem cavities in aluminum
heads to accept bigger stems.
“We do the same piloted reamer for the
aftermarket (engine rebuilding) industry
where they need to open up to another
size valve stem,” Hogue said.
Little Rock Tool has a specific geometry
for Brodix’s aluminum heads. “It’s not a
standard reamer because their valve
stems are special sizes. I make it to a
blueprint,” Hogue said. “The geometry
is designed for aluminum to get a very
good, high-polish finish, and size control.
“Obviously,” he added with a nod to
the expensive manufacturing process,
“you wouldn’t want to scrap one of those
heads by making it go oversize.”
For the aftermarket, where the process
is designed to refurbish the valve cavity
for wear that has allowed valve leakage,
the reamer is designed for three different
materials—cast-iron, aluminum and
bronze. “That way you don’t have to
have three different tools; you have one
geometry for three different materials,”
Hogue said.
At Goodson Shop Supplies in Winona,
Minnesota, a focus on “waking up your
diesel” has led to the Black Smoke
Series, “ultra-cool cutter tips” specifically
designed by Mondello Racing Engines,
reported David P. Monyhan. “Cody (Smith)
at Mondello worked tirelessly in creating
these cutters so the professional engine
builder can take these high-performance
diesel engines to the next level by simply
investing in additional tooling for their
seat-and-guide machines,” Monyhan said.
Use of these cutters can produce low
valve lift airflow, torque and horsepower,
“which is exactly what today’s diesels
need to be competitive,” Monyhan said.
Goodson also creates an offset pilot
June 2015
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